Abstract. To handle with inverse problems, two probabilistic approaches have been proposed: the maximum entropy on the mean (MEM) and the Bayesian estimation (BAYES). The main object of this presentation is to compare these two approaches which are in fact two di erent inference procedures to de ne the solution of an inverse problem as the optimizer of a compound criterion.
Introduction
Inverse problems arises in many areas of science and engineering. In fact, rarely, we can measure directly a quantity x and, in general, the unobserved interested x is related to the measured quantity y via a model. In many area this model can be written in the general form g = A(x) + n or in the discrete case: y = A(x) + n; (1) where y stands for the data, x for the unknown variables and n for the errors (modeling and noise). Since Newton and Gauss, one tries to de ne a solution to this problem as the optimizer of a criterion, for example the Least Squares (LS): 
But the inverse problems are, in general, ill-posed and the LS criterion may not have a unique optimum or this solution may be very sensitive to noise. Since Tikhonov 1] , the regularization theory became the main approach to give a satisfactory solution by de ning it as the optimizer of a compound criterion: 
The questions then raised on how to choose the functionals Q and and the regularization parameter and the default solution m.
The probabilistic approaches started to give partial answers to this request. In particular in the Bayesian estimation approach and the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate: b x = arg max x fp(xjy)g = argmin x f? log p(xjy)g = arg min x f? logp(yjx) ? log p(x)g ; (5) this choice is: Q = ? log p(yjx) and (x) = ? log p(x). This approach just pushed a little farther the questions which became how to translate our prior knowledge into a probability law and how to determine their parameters. Even, nowadays, there are many tools for the estimation of the hyperparameters 3], the main question on how to translate some knowledge about x into a probability distribution stays without a complete answer. The maximum entropy (ME) principle gave partial answers 4, 5, 3] . See also 6] for an extensive discussed bibliography.
At the same time, many authors used the ME principle to nd unique solutions to linear inverse problems by considering x as a distribution and the data y as linear constraints on them. Then, assuming that the data constraints are satis ed by a non empty set of solutions, a unique solution is chosen by maximizing the entropy:
? X j x j logx j or ?
where m is default solution. See for example 7, 8] and the cited references.
However, even if in these methods, thanks to convex analysis and Lagrangian techniques, the constrained optimization of 6 can be replaced by an equivalent unconstrained optimization, the obtained solutions satisfy the uniqueness condition of well-posedness but not the stability one 9, 10, 11]. Recently, some authors 12, 13, 14, 15] used the ME principle in a di erent way by considering x not as a distribution but as the mean value of a random vector X and the data as the constraints on its distribution dP(x). Then, the ME principle is used to de ne it uniquely and nally the solution b
x is de ned as the expected value of this ME distribution. Following these authors, some others used, commented and analyzed extensively these ideas 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] However, in all these works, the data y were considered as exact constraints and the errors on the data were either neglected or partially token account of. (See however new developments in 30].)
More recently, some authors who were more faced with real applications, 31, 32, 33, 34] followed the same idea, but by xing themselves as the objective to use these ideas for describing the solution as the optimizer of a combined convex criteria such as (4) and more on a constructive way to determine these functionals.
The objective of this paper is to make a comparison of the Bayesian approach which we call hereafter BAYES and the maximum entropy in the mean which we refer to as MEM. This comparison is done very pragmatically and is based on the understanding of the author who does not have pretension to know all the details of the both approaches and will be happy to discuss all the following discussions with the pro of the approaches.
2. Maximum entropy on the mean approach 2.1. Basics
The main references to the basics of this approach are 12, 13] . The original idea and rst applications in crystallography are given in 14, 15] . More details and extensions are given in 31, 32, 33, 34] . The mathematical aspects of convex analysis and duality theorems are given in 35, 36, 27, 28, 29, 21] .
The following resumes the di erent steps of the approach:
? Consider a set C, assume that x 2 C and de ne a reference measure (x):
where m is the mean value of x under this reference measure. ? Consider x as the mean value of a random vector X for which you assume a probability distribution P: (8) and the data y as exact equality constraints on it:
? Determine the distribution P by:
The solution is calculated via Lagrangian:
and is given by:
The Lagrange parameters are calculated by searching the unique solution (if exists) of the following system of non linear equations: @logZ( ) @ i = y i ; i = 1; ; M: (14) ? The solution to the inverse problem is then de ned as the expected value of this distribution:
These steps are very formal. In fact, it is possible to determine b
x( ) in a more direct manner. Using the following notations: Now, to be able to go a little more in details, let assume that the reference measure is separable:
then, we have: 
Replacing s = A t we obtain: (24) where h j and g j depend on the reference measure j :
? g j is the log Laplace transform (Cramer transform) of j :
? h j is the convex conjugate of g j : h(x) = max s fsx ? g(s)g.
Let give some examples: (26) and using the duality relations they showed: Here also h j (x j ) and q i (z i ) depend on the reference measures x (x) and n (x). The determination of is not discussed.
3. Bayesian approach 3.1. Basics
The di erent steps of this approach are now well-known:
? 
Extensions
The Bayesian approach can be exactly applied when all the direct (prior) probability laws (p(yjx; ) and p(xj )) are assigned. Even, choosing an appropriate law is done in general by hand, another di culty is to determine their parameters ( ; ). This problem has been addressed by many authors and the subject is an active area in statistics. See 37, 38, 39, 40] , 41, 42, 43, 44, 45] and also 46, 47, 48] .
All these methods can mainly be divided in three main families: ? Accounting for the noise:
In the rst approach only the support and the energy of the noise is used. In the second approach we have more choices via the reference measures n (n), but determination of stays adhoc. In fact, in general, when the reference measures n (n) and x (x) depend on any parameters, this approach lacks any tool to determine them.
? E ective calculation of the solution:
No problem, and more, this is probably the main interest of the approach which de nes the solution, by construction, as the optimizer of a convex criterion.
? Characterization of the solution:
A sensitivity analysis has been proposed by 32], but, in my opinion, this is not enough to characterize a solution to an inverse problem. It is not easy to use the notions of variance or covariance of the solution, because this approach does not de ne a posterior distribution for the solution.
? Possibility of the extension of the approach:
I have not yet seen any extension of this approach to non linear inverse problems, or linear inverse problems in which the operator depend on unknown parameters, such as blind deconvolution or antenna array processing;
The fact that we have to choose a convex set C on which the solution is dened excludes the inverse problems in which we know a priori that the solution is discrete-valued (binary, nary images for example). This excludes the use of this approach in image segmentation or communication inverse problems (canal equalization, blind deconvolution, etc.). 4 
Comparisons and discussions
The following main items are discussed:
? In MEM, the unknowns x are considered as the mean values of a random vector X for which a prior probability measure d (x) is de ned. ? In BAYES, the unknowns x are considered as a sample of a random vector X for which a prior probability measure p(x) is de ned.
? In MEM, a probability distribution p(x) is de ned as the minimizer of the Kullback distance K(p; ) subject to the data constraints, and the solution is de ned to be E p (X). What is interesting here is that this solution can equivalently be obtained as the minimizer of a convex criterion J(x) subject to the data constraints, and what is more attractive is that, thanks to the convex analysis, this solution can also be obtained as the stationary point of a dual criterion which can easily be calculated numerically.
? In BAYES, the posterior law p(xjy) is calculated using the Bayes' rule. In fact, the data y are considered as a sample of a random vector Y for which we can de ne a conditional probability law p(yjx) which, when used in conjunction with the prior p(x) in the Bayes' rule will give us the posterior law, from which we can de ne an estimator. One of these estimators is the posterior mean E p (X), but others can also be de ned. This posterior law is used not only to de ne an estimate (a solution), but also to calculate any other probabilistic information about that solution.
? In MEM, in its original version, the data are considered as the exact linear constraints. The uncertainty on the data are not considered, and consequently, the uncertainty on the solution is not handled. However, some extensions are recently presented to take account of the errors on the data and to calculate the sensitivity of the solution to these errors.
? In BAYES, the errors are naturally considered through p(yjx) and the uncertainty of the solution through the posterior probability p(xjy). Naturally then, we can compare the information content of the data and the prior model using their entropies. We can also measure the relative information content of the posterior to prior model by K(p(xjy); p(x)).
? In MEM, even in their extended versions, it is not easy to handle with the hyperparameters. In BAYES, there are the necessary tools to handle them.
? In MEM, one can not yet handle with non linear problems. This is not the case of the BAYES. As a nal conclusion, we have to mention that, even if the two approaches are di erent, they can, in some cases result to the same de nition of the solution as the minimizer of the same criterion, and consequently, to give exactly the same numerical solutions to a given inverse problem. However, we can give di erent interpretations to the obtained result depending on the approach used to reach it. The main objective of this paper was to give a succinct presentation of the two approaches for the resolution of the inverse problems.
It is important to note that the two approaches give di erent views and interpretations which can be used advantageously for any application. Also, even the Bayesian approach is now really mature, the MEM approach is more recent. So, many of the conclusions I made today may be altered in future. In particular, new presentation of the method by Heinrich et al 30] in this volume will probably give new possibilities to the MEM method and will push the limits of the method to greatest generality.
